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Kissinger Watch

Dr. K. and

been hearing and seeing about Henry
Kissinger's health, we would have to
conclude that Satan and his legions are
preparing adequate chambers in Hell's
Ninth Circle for Dr. K's imminent
arrival.
In that event, I would step aside
and let a new Dante take over my work,
to paint the poetic images such a de
scent would require.
A new Dante would have one ov
erriding problem: How to create a cir
cle of hell appropriate to Kissinger's
dossier of crimes. In past columns,
EIR has detailed most of them, from

illicit sexual behavior to prompting
assassinations, committing what is
tantamount to treason, and inflicting
genocide in underdeveloped nations.
But we have not exhausted the
Kissinger
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is also behind New York's shady Re

en the "International Statesman of the
Year Award" by B'nai B'rith at a
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Were we to believe everything we have
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Express, an international conglomer
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organized grime

case:
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emerged publicly as one of the linch
pins of what we like to refer to as "or
ganized grime."
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It may embarrass those in the Reagan
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insanity today.
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Advisory Board March 2, but Dr. K's
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ers should consider the following.
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Not incidental to this whole story
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sion report. Yet more acts of treason
to keep the new Dante's pen busy,
especially if the mootings about Dr.
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